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Title slide 2As a result, some of our core professional principles and practices are being re-examined.Unprecedented? We are asking the same question as Jenkinson in 1937. ‘Can we, faced with these modern accumulations, leave any longer to chance the question of what Archives are to be preserved?’ Jenkinson 2nd ed 1937, rep 1966, p.21.The days when serendipity was the ideal?In house repositories with archive services have the potential to set up a seamless process…..Pro-active collections strategies have been advocated for years (Tim Erikson) most recently to focus on the essential in the midst of paper profusion. But are we now returning to a period of such potential scarcity that in order to acquire anything ….TNA Collections Strategies initiative



Scope

• Collecting born digital: 
issues for the ‘collecting’ 
archive

• Scale of the problem
• Recent and current 

initiatives
• Putting solutions in place
• Knowledge and skills
• Research
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Slide 3 ScopeI am going to concentrated on one aspect of the professional challenge.We are all aware that we are witnessing a period of unprecedented change in the nature of individual and organisational communication, work processes and decision makingNatalie has made clear what the issues are for government information management as a result of the digital shift– and by extension for other large organisations that take a continuum approach to record keeping: records and information are generated for business purposes, and some of this is kept as archives. For those whose chief remit is to manage archives – particularly those in ‘collecting’ archives – whether in a university archive, local authority record office or specialist repository, the implications are huge. However archives are well aware of this as projects in UK and overseas demonstrate. Digital preservation solutions are being identified and we are beginning to think about the skills the archivist needs for the digital age.  What I don’t see much discussion of is how the shape and content of collections will change as a result of the digital and what we are doing about this (though these are probably going on). Proactive engagement with acquisition and a change in mindset about what an archivist is for need to come under scrutiny. It’s not just a digital issue nor is the solution simply a digital preservation one. I think that not just records managers, but archivists too need to be information managers to deal with the digital challenge. This slide provides a rough scope of what I’ll cover.



Scale of the problem: then and now
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Slide 4 Scale – then and nowTo be graphic about this. Memories of listing the records of  Padiham Urban District Council and Crewe Mechanics Institute  - what wd they look like now?And what new kinds of records and information are also in play? Web 2.0 etc wikis, blogs. Survival of born digital is broadly speaking determined by the current use for the organisations that created them and not by any potential research valueGovernments and some large organisations have made the most progress for obvious reasons and their historical record has a reasonable chance of surviving.From a research pt of view the issue is therefore of accessibility over time – is the long term preservation of the born-digital actually possible? What will these sources look like? And to what extent will preservation needs result in changing roles for users, custodians and creators (interested only in immediate use?)Effective preservation depends on technical structures having an inherent archival functionality. Initiatives by TNA will ensure that records of central govt are identified and preserved – and by extension you might expect that public records created locally might be too (legal and court – magistrates, county courts, coroners, prison, health, some education, some military)…but.. And these will cease to be locally generated – and locally available – as they become part of national rather than local systems. ‘For example, TNA has inspecting powers to approve local repositories as ‘Places of Deposit’ for those central records of local interest already mentioned. This regime created strong links between some local offices and the national archive, but the relevance and application of the inspection regime in the electronic environment is questionable. For example, if the e-records of Hull magistrates courts are part of a central system (not a stand-alone local one) common sense suggests that any subsequent archival use should also be managed centrally. Certainly, the need for searchers to visit Hull to look at records relating to Hull ought to disappear completely in this context: they might be easily made available over the web from a single server.14 
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Identifying key information

• Email

• EDRMS

• Business systems

• Datasets

• Publications

• Legacy/hybrid

• Emerging 
technologies

• Web applications & 
wikis, blogs, intranets
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Slide 5 Identifying key info multiple copies; dynamic,, interactive.Records (evidence) and information (content)May be If we’re not careful what we take in will become increasingly less representative of the business of the organisationIn organisations different people are responsible for different information assets (structured, unstructured, web) – responsibility is already fragmented. Which creator do we go to? And what about personal papers?And given the new formats, solutions will be fragmented – web archives, data archives…will these anyway have to be stored in different places?How do we tell what is  a record – and the record – anymore: information and records are blurred fluid, dynamic, interactive, collaborative, exist in multiple versionsanything that is worth keeping Definitions not helpful – just need to Recognise required attributes necessary to  be fit for purposeJudge whether particular information needs keeping and for how longWeb sitesdue to the structural, temporal and informational qualities of the web it is‘almost impossible…to define any given website in terms of absolute boundaries’ and that it ‘may be more helpful to regard a website as a conceptual grouping of information experienced by a user, rather than as an artifact with any coherent physical existence’ and that the similarity of websites to any paper archive collection breaks down when ‘the paper paradigm of discrete, enumerable and physically locatable information objects is rapidly rendered obsolete’.[1]]�[1] Brown, Adrian, Archiving Websites, 2006, p.25.



End of pre-digital collecting model?
PRE-DIGITAL
• Broad-based, inclusive 

collections policy depends 
on being offered archives

• Assumes depositors keen 
to get rid of bulk 

• Provides a service at end 
of life-cycle

• A degree of serendipitous 
acquisition

• Special formats sent 
elsewhere: no appropriate 
in house facilities

DIGITAL
• Less incentive for depositors 
• Reduction in number of 

accessions, and in range  and 
variety of content

• Receive material in hybrid 
formats

• Obsolete digital formats 
unreadable

• Continue to send digital 
formats to specialist storage?

• Fracturing of collections
• Museum of paper
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Slide 6 End of pre-digital collecting modelCollecting repositories will be severely affected by the predominance of electronic formats, not only because the creating organisations are unlikely to pay much attention to archival functionality in e-systems, but because of the acquisition model that accepts on a reactive basis, and often involves a degree of serendipity. The digital world marks the end of serendipity – if you don’t plan for it it won’t survive long enough for you to get it. It is likely to mean preferring relationships with depositors who can undertake pre-deposit preservation measures, organisations perhaps, at the expense of the personal and private individual.  In the paper world archivists provided a valuable service – by clearing space. Depositing the digital requires depositors to do something



Recent initiatives – UK
• UK surveys and analysis

• National Council on Archives: Your Data at Risk 2005
• Museums Libraries Archives  Council/DPC Digital Preservation in the 

Regions 2005 
• Digital Preservation Coalition:  Mind The Gap 2006
• MLA East of England Digital Preservation Regional Pilot Project, 2006
• Survey of  digital preservation in local authority archives, September 

2008 
• Issues

• Lack of commitment, provision, resource, training and skills
• Lack of control over material originating externally
• Few strategies for digital preservation
• Responsibilities not identified
• Inability to find a common language

• Progress 
• ARC  Magazine  March  2008 showed progress in lots of areas
• Findings from 2008  TNA self-assessment Qu 86 & 87
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Slide 7 Recent initiatives UKSept 2008 Widely distributed, to an unknown no of recipients.Question: Is your service – actively seeking digital material, reacting to depositors, turning away digital material? 30/38 reacting 2/38 turning it awayDocumentation relating to DP? 18/38 have a dp policy; 15/38 have guidance for depositors; Digital data collected? General awareness of DP initiatives? Low – 28 knew of DPC, 21 of DCC, 18 of ukwac, 17 Seamless Flow, 13 digi continuity; 21 aware of OAIS, perspective that all development was high level and not useful at local level – but these didn’t know of the EE DARP or Paradigm projects – which are about local DPVol of digi data heldFile formats? Mainly jpeg & tiff – prob due to large scale digitisation projects – mostly stored on CD or DVD though many with server back up. 13/31 aid no action was taken when digi material received – just stored in the media in which received. Only half would check stuff readable on receipt. Low levels of further processing and few collect details of the kind of creation environment info (format, software version, operating system environment, compression formats etc) necessary to plan practical preservation strategies for incoming material. (One pointed out that depositors often didn’t know).Access: mainly ad hoc, involving CDs and memory sticks. Any internet access seems to relate to galleries for digitised images rather than a comprehensive  storage and access architecture for all digital materialElectronic Information Management. Divergence in the role and level of ownership with any EDRMS deployment in authorities, although good rels w records managers. No obvious correlation between archive service involvement in EDRMS rollout and progress in digital preservation, although dp often within the remit of the records managerBarriers: cultural (organisation, political, awareness, external partnerships/ relations, motivation); resource; skills gap – training, competencies, IT.     Skills gap seen as – from generic (project mgt…to basic IT skills …to more detailed – advice on file formats, migration strategies, digital accessionig – and delivered via formal education, in-house CPD, on line learning, placements, job shadowing, training courses etc.10. Poor rels with ICT 11. Little consensus over potential models for future development – whether in-house, regional repository, outsourcing.ProgressRegional ARC 223 March 2008 – Self-help groups set up in South East and South West. Practical initiatives at Hampshire, West Yorkshire and Bedfordshire and Luton (BLARS)MLAEE/UKDA looked at cost models and options (DARP)Beds 2) Research into state of play in creating orgs – town and parish councils, PCCs, magistrates courts, schools, some businesses and charities – to discover level of use of computers, storage and back up, record creation and retentions, filing systems. have just completed a project to survey ‘the state of digital record keeping in a selection of typical depositors to local Archives Service’ Hants: setting policy, strategy  & practices in place for receipt of born dig – specifically need to know how a digital object was created in order to preserve it, what version of software and operating system was used, what is needed to access it, and when migration to the next version should take place. Processes, guidelines and training to cover from ingest to access.WYAS ‘now viable for non-computer scientists & smaller orgs to make practical headway’. Options appraisal (in-outsource); writing policy  and creating a practical framework: survey, guide for creators, digital deposit form & guidelines; guide for staff.West Yorkshire Archives, Hampshire Archives, Leicestershire records management sending out a lengthy questionnaire end of August asking a wide range of questions about digital record-keeping in local authorities.  This will go to both archivists and records managers through the good offices of ACALG and the RMS.  The results of this questionnaire will be analysed and reported at a consultative meeting we are running here for the sector on 12 November, which will consider how the local government archives and rm community can learn from best practice elsewhere and work together to address the remaining issues.  We shall of course be featuring the digital continuity project in the programme.What all this leaves uncovered is the rest of the archives community beyond local government: in higher education, business, charities, and the private archives. WYAS, Leicestershire and Hampshire – a questionnaire across local authorities end 2008Self-assessment – 1/3 to ½ of this yr’s SA taking active steps. Moving on from the digitised.And 3 out of 4 are doing it themselves (rest going via IT depts)Self assessment surveys Question 86. If your service stores digital materials (either digitised images from your collections or “born digital” materials), how are they stored?   87. What active steps are you taking to receive born digital materials and preserve them for the long term?  State to what extent you are already receiving such materials.  ‘Nick reckons that 1/3 to ½ this year are taking active steps towards receiving and preserving digital records.  Progress is not yet being made everywhere, but I would say the majority of archive services have this on their radar and are working with relevant internal partners on, e.g., digital preservation policies, ingest procedures, and the identification of storage and backup systems.’ (Nick K Aug 08) And 3 out of 4 are doing it themselves.NCA Your Data at Risk 2005 succinctly highlighted the issues and suggested options for actionSurveys – there is no doubt we know what the problems areMLA DPC survey in 2005: Concluded that ‘there is no substantial or reliable provision at all for the long term maintenance of born digital material’.12 Perception that electronic archive management is expensive; lack of relevant training (covering  museums, libraries and archives) mostly from the local authority, and higher education sectors. 26 completed survey forms were received, which is a response rate of just over 60%.) in two English regions. [Duncan Simpson, Digital preservation in the regions (MLA, 2005) p.18: at www.mla.gov.uk/resources/assets/M/mla_dpc_survey_doc_6635.doc 43 sent out 26 replied. More on digitised than born digital. Found that Training, Procurement, Support networks and Resources identified as key requirements. Mind the Gap Questionnaire were sent to  900 individuals from a wide range of organisations in different sectors, including records managers, archivists, librarians, but also IT managers and data producers. 104 responses were received, giving a response rate of over 10%. Organisations often do not have good solutions to the long-term preservation of data. Most organisations do not know the volume of digital information they need to preserve.Most organisations also have to preserve some digital material originating from outside of their organisation over which they have limited control. Many organisations also do not know how long they need to preserve information. The majority of those organisations that can specify a lifetime, need to preserve information for 50 years or more. Over such timescales, digital information is highly vulnerable to software and hardware obsolescence. Although many organisations have facilities in place that could preserve paper documents for this length of time, few have comparable strategies in place for digital material. Very few organisations have some kind of digital preservation strategy in place.Most organisations are hindered by a lack of clear responsibilities for digital preservation, a problem complicated by the need to involve a range of staff with different skills and the need to involve users at all stages of the information lifecycle. The loss of digital data is commonplace, and in some circumstances seems to be accepted as an inevitable hazard. In addition, there is considerable confusion about how to address the problem:Digital preservation is very much a new discipline which is still being developed, and for which there are few people with the necessary skills. As a result it is a complex activity to undertake and is often perceived as risky.MLAEE http://www.data-archive.ac.uk/news/publications/darp2006.pdf ) 2006 project w Beds Herts and UKDA funded by (see write up in ARC 223 pp.21-22) Options for sustainable management  2)   Survey of digital creatorsOptions for sustainable management to raise awareness of the issues of born digital materials and to enable us to plan for future intake. Looked at costs of in-house and outsourcing. Extraordinarily difficult issues ‘not least in finding a common language through which local govt and HE can understand ech other’. The project underestimated the differences in technical language and the resulting difficulties in ommunication between those specialising in management of digital archives and those administering archives produced on conventional media. Eg OAIS terminologyand Paradigm have looked at 



Recent initiatives - US Survey 2006

• 124 ‘collecting’ archives  – largely academic bodies
• 47% accept, 24% of these have a policy; of these 57% say 

policy is same as for analogue
• Issues

• Ad hoc approach
• Distance from policy setters; and from record creators 

whether internal or external
• Academic archive units have little connection with digital 

efforts in University library
• Historical societies do not have comparable functions – of 

14 responding only 4 accept and 2 plan to.
• ‘Regular’ work seen as more important
• Single homogenous approach based on institutional 

models not necessarily the solution
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Slide 8 Recent initiatives US surveyWe now have a reasonable amount of baseline data at a fairly granular level. We are pretty sure we know what the main issues are.On:  124 out of 302How many accepted born digital; Whether a conscious decision & guided by policy; Whether b-d policies & procedures differ from those relating to analogue 60 public, 47 private academic institutions; 14 historical societies; 3 public librariesUS survey published SAA spring/summer 2008.. To acquire baseline data (similar to our self assessment?) 14 qus (compared with 27 in UK one). fuse. Historical societies show substantial refusal to collect. But although a high rate accept very few have a policy in place (24%) and of these 57% say it is the same as their policy for analog materials. The overall conclusion was that repositories have a fairly ad hoc approach, deciding on a case by case basis – or believe their acqu pol sufficiently broad to encompass more specific issues regarding format. E-records research emphasises need to be at the policy table and to work with record creators. They are not involved at the records creation stage, nor are they necessarily consulted on the larger policy decisions within their institution, nor have  opportunities for early involvement with outside donors. Some saw their ‘regular’ work as more importantLack of consistency has traditionally been an obstacle to standards development. Academic archivists exist within environments that create and manage large amounts of born-digital information and are also more likely to have access to technical support – so they need to respond. There appears to be a general lack of co-ordination among academic units with resp for records and archives and the collection development and rm aspects of academic archives often have little connection to the digital efforts going on within the university library. Further research is needed to identify specific situations and factors that lead to success (or failure).Historical societies face a more difficult situation – at least universities have comparable functions (if different sizes). Hist socs far more disparate – of the 14 responding only 4 accept and 2 plan to accept. Study demonstrates that a single homogenous approach for all archives, based on instit models is not the solution.There will be more – but we seem currently to be generating basic data at a granular level



Building success from the bottom up 

• Alex Eveleigh of West Yorkshire Archives - US tour
• Arizona State Archives

• Began by appraising web archives – now co-lead in 
a multi-state partnership

• North Carolina State Archives
• Began by opening a state governor’s emails – now 

working with a key collaborative e-mail project
• “Over and over again, people made the point about 

small projects being a stepping stone to bigger efforts, 
building skills and capacity in an incremental manner”

• Washington State Digital Archives…
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Slide 9 Building success from the bottomArizona is also a good example of ‘success breeding success’ in digital preservation projects, both in terms of attracting additional funding and boosting confidence in handling digital materials. So many of the projects I saw during my fellowship legitimised the ‘start small’ approach.  Arizona State Archives began with a conceptual framework for appraising web archives about four years ago, and are now the lead partner in a multi-state partnership also involving Florida, Wisconsin, South Carolina and New York State.  North Carolina State Archives began by opening the emails from the office of a former state governor, one by one, before they gained enough confidence of the issues involved to start developing their own email appraisal and description tools; now they are working in collaboration with another email-focused project, the Collaborative Electronic Records Project, with the Smithsonian and Rockefeller Institutes – and as with many of the projects I visited, the tools they are developing are being released as open source software, meaning that they can easily be adapted into the UK context.  Another big ‘find’ as far as I was concerned, was the Prometheus project from the National Library of Australia – a semi-automated workflow system for transferring data from physical carriers to preservation storage – for dealing with all those floppy disks lurking in boxes in the library’s manuscripts department.Over and over again, people made the point about small projects being a stepping stone to bigger efforts, building skills and capacity in an incremental manner; most of the places I visited in the USA were lead partners in a National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation Project (NDIIPP) multi-state project, sharing their expertise with their state partners whilst simultaneously tackling new projects in digital preservation.  [NDIIPP is a grants programme administered by the Library of Congress and has a specific state government strand].  Even the Public Record Office of Victoria in Australia, who were lucky enough to secure additional state funding to build a Digital Archives, stressed the incremental build-up to the Digital Archives project – in their case this project grew out of nearly ten years of success in promoting electronic records management across the state government.Perhaps we need too, to be more prepared to own up to failure, or simply to be willing to publicise and talk about ‘work in progress’.  Digital preservation itself, is, after all, a work in progress. You might try and fail, but if you don’t try you’ll certainly fail.[Alex Eveleigh - Just as an aside, if you were agreeing when I was talking about the difficulties of visualising digital archives storage – the Washington State Digital Archives, which has its own new building, pretty much, includes what’s billed as a ‘state-of-the-art research room for use by the public’.  Its open every day between 8am and 4.30pm.  Nobody ever visits and its gradually being taken over as staff office space.  All the digital archives are available over the internet, of course.  Its just that when the building was planned, it was just assumed that an archives needed a reading room.]



Putting digital solution in place

• Custodians need to do more
• Creators need to be more 

involved
• Users need more help
• Whole profile of local 

collecting will still change
• A new a business model for 

remote archiving? 
• Community archives?
• Fewer, bigger, better?
• Hugely resource intensive

• ‘The cultural shift which has 
accompanied technological 
developments in terms of 
how people create, use, 
share and publish info 
requires a revision of the 
established patterns of 
acquisition, management 
and access which have 
informed local authority 
services’ collecting 
practices over the past 50 
years’

Deborah Tritton, Cornwall 
ARC March 2008
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Slide 10 Putting digital solutions in placeCustodians need to do moreProactive acquisitions policy and advance planning: documentation strategy?On-going relationship with creators; New relationships with depositors E-collections policies must be proactiveRisk-based options appraisal for solution – in house? Out-source? Consortium solution? (See Your Data at Risk and others)Technical capacity, knowledge and skills necessary for acquisition, preservation and accessTechnical histroy of systems used by orgs, the hardware and software used to create private digital records, importance of capturing key metadata, gaining correct permissions at time of deposit,Guidelines for e-depositors; Guidelines and training for staff (Hampshire have a lot of these in place) Standards compliance (OAIS, PREMIS)DARP ‘The longterm preservation needs will require intervention, the non standard nature of the material (multiple formats with unstructured data), the programming required to convert material to preservation formats and the need to invest in ways of ensuring fundamental issues such as preservation and access would seem to make this inevitableCreators need to be more involvedPre-custodial involvement a given (even if you outsource the technical solution) Creating organisations are unlikely to pay much attention to archival functionality in e-systems – if you don’t plan for it it won’t survive long enough for you to get it. It is likely to mean preferring relationships with depositors who can undertake pre-deposit preservation measures, organisations perhaps, at the expense of the personal and private individual. Depositing the digital requires depositors to do somethingUsers need more help to access and understandResearch methods to born digital not clearTechnical support – how to access remotelyContent support – how to use and interpret the recordWhole profile will still change: and as Tritton says requires a ‘revision of established patterns’Centralisation of data: widely talked about, happening slowly, as govt IT projects go belly up. LIBRA project for magistrates courts – a common system for all cases across the country. NHS spine – will contain a minute subset of info about patients, but centralised – though locally created records not affected (hosps, gp surgeries)   Prioritisation of official creatorsNarrowing of acquisition profileEnd of serendipitous accessions    Remote archiving – Norton 360 has a remote online back up system.The return of ‘documentation strategy’?TNA Collection StrategyHugely resource intensiveCollecting repositories…face the question of whether the additional spend required for digital archives from external sources can be justified to the parent authority. Those authorities are likely to question how this spend will help contribute to their strategic objectives and the national shared priorities set by government, which are increasingly the most powerful drivers of policy decision making. This will probably influence the approach local archives services adopt to deal with private intake of digital archives and may pose. 



Some sources of help?

• UK In-house projects
• BL Digital Lives;  Paradigm Project and personal papers

• The National Archives
• Seamless flow
• Websites – UKWAC and European Archive 
• Datasets - NDAD
• Digital Continuity –for non-archival records
• National Advisory Services – Collections Development
• Collection Strategy Programme

• DCC, DPC, UKDA, ULCC and similar organisations
• Huge literature on digital preservation
• Skills development
• Research is offering conceptual and practical solutions
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Slide 11 Some sources of helpWeb archive – partnership with European Archive to archive govt websites (govt has about 65 of these) Datasets – through NDADBL – Digital Lives: Digital Lives is a pathfinding research project that is setting out to understand how individuals retain and manage their personal collections of computerised information - everything from digital photographs and videos to favourite podcasts and sentimental email messages - and how these digital collections can best be captured in the first place and preserved in the long term, perhaps for family history, biographical or other purposes. Paradigm - come together to explore the issues involved in preserving digital private papers through gaining practical experience in accessioning and ingesting digital private papers into digital repositories, and processing these in line with archival and digital preservation requirements.In-house - Seamless Flow – transfers digital records from govt depts direct to TNA; Digital Continuity – a service to govt depts that will store, migrate and preserve digital data on their behalf for the medium term. A commercial partner will develop a system that guarantees the long-term security, integrity and readability of digital assets. Will accept a wide variety of digital formats – planned to make available beyond govt.Need: 9 The new discipline of digital preservation needs to be supported. This should include the provision of continual professional development for existing individuals with relevant skills sets, e.g., archivists, librarians and IT staff.Current state: The JISC-funded Digital Preservation Training Programme (DPTP) has now been piloted and additional programmes are planned for 2006. Recommendation: Organisations shd set aside a budget for training staff; Options for subsidising intensive programmes such as DPTP should also be explored in order to help smaller organisations with a limited training budget.Need:  10 Digital preservation training should form part of the professional training for conservators, archivists and librariansCurrent state: Professional conservators, archivists and librarians have to pick up digital preservation skills when these are needed.Recomms: Higher education courses for conservators, archivists and librarians should include digital preservation training.Need: 11 There needs to be cross-disciplinary forums to allow both experienced individuals and organisations to exchange digital preservation best practice and others to turn to for advice.Current: There is an active digital preservation community in the UK with regular conferences etc. There is increasing take-up of existingservices supported by the DPC and others. Rec Promote wider awareness and use of relevant resources available from the DPC,the DCC and others.



Knowledge and skills

• ‘With regard to our 
responsibilities for digital 
information… archivists, records 
managers, and librarians lack 
both the formal and tacit 
knowledge necessary for refining 
and developing all of the new 
skills we need…Given the 
disruptive changes in 
technology, organisations and 
communication, it might be 
premature to commit to a 
hardened skill set at this point in 
our evolution’ Margaret Hedstrom, SAA 
Collquium 2006
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Slide 12 Knowledge * skillsSAA published findings of a colloquium held May 2006 in 2008. Despite the fact that most information professional now recognise the importance of working with digital materials, many are unsure what to do. The absence of rigorous standards and best practices for e-recs reflects the diverse missions of archival organisations and the use of proprietary technologies by most information creators. Many hesitate because they do not know what they need to know, and the knowledge and skill sets required by info professionals depend a great deal upon the availability of other technical expertise in the organisation and willingness to collaborate across professions on their work. Do info profs need to be able to write programs, design databases, or administer networks? Do they need to know HTML or XML, or any of a host of related acronyms (CSS, XSLT DTD)?Disruptive change has a way of exposing what the traditional skills were, but  does not predict very well what new skills are needed to replace those that have become obsolete, or which traditional skills have lasting relevance to professional practice’ HedstromA by-product of the DARP report MLAEERevelation of relative inexperience of local authority archives services in dealing with intake of digital when compared with UKDAUnfamiliarity with terms commonly used in digital preservation, and of recognised protocols OAISConfusion over terms, processes and costs



What are the ‘right’ knowledge and skills?

• Society of American Archivists 
Colloquium 2006
New Skills for a Digital Era

• Knowledge and Skills Inventory 
2008

• ‘What are the skills that 
information professionals must 
have to work with e-books, 
electronic records and other 
digital materials? 

• Describes k & s needed for digital 
acquisition, processing, access, 
preservation, management
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Slide 13 What are the right knowledge and skill?Over 60 from different environments, brought together info professionals, educators, managers, and technologists. It is detailed and thorough. If you assume, as I do that there is not a single skill set, and that you must pick and mix according to need and context, you will nonetheless find this a useful check list Archivists are encountering ‘novel problems that they have never encountered before.  These may include new and unfamiliar technologies, new and unfamiliar terminologies, new terminology and concepts, new communities with which to interact, and new ways of doing work’.



At the very least…

• Understanding the information 
eco-system at macro and micro 
levels

• Reconceptualise many founding 
principles

• Be familiar documentary forms in 
the virtual environment
• range of data formats, file 

types and media
• databases, datasets, web
• mark up languages

• Familiar with technology of 
holdings

• Technical knowledge to 
undertake digital curatorial 
activities and workflows 
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Slide 14 At the very leastPostgraduate archive and rm courses are of course planning for this. And there are a number of organisations providing regular training – DPC, DCC and others.Macro eco-system = the broader context  comprising….micro – your local environment its differences and where it fits in the wider environmentPrinciples like provenance, original order, ‘original’ ‘unique’ ‘fixity’ – and indeed what is a record in a dynamic environment; blurring of boundaries between publications, information and recordsData formats and file types .doc.xls.mdb.pdf,jpg  etc – the more you know about how docs are encoded the better you can ensure that they will be preserved in a manner that protects their authenticity and integrity; to be able to know which format to recommend over another for long-term preservationMedia – floppies, CDs, tape – must consider the meaning, significance or value  of the media that stores the original bitstream. Intrinsic value/ labels to be kept for context?Data bases and data sets – know how data sets work, what they can do, how they can be combined to form new data, and how to validate them; understanding how people create, look at and manipulate data (scientists do it differently from geographers). Issues arising = anonymising, redacting, amalgamating, authenticating, finding out where they are – often held outside records systems, selecting for biggest level of granularity, identify other relevant data that go with data sets, where data sets have influenced policy etc.Mark up – if XML becoming the lingua franca of the digital era need at least basic knowledge, if not fluent in this and related standards (XSD, XSLTWeb archivist: Essential/desirableQualification in information science or computing-related subject Knowledge of web technologies and utilities including Mark up languages – HTML, XHTML Scripting languages – JavaScript and Perl; Dynamic web technologies such as ASP; Experience of using open source software; Knowledge of web standards – accessibility standards, mark-up language standards; Library & archive cataloguing systems; Principles of long-term preservation of complex dataRoleInitiation, configuring and monitoring of harvests; Cataloguing of websites to designated standards; Quality assurance of collected websites; Liaison with internal depts- ie those responsible for selection of websites & online delivery; Liaison with external parties – 3rd party suppliers, website owners, external initiatives; Admin of IT systems, including web crawling apps and data storage systemsData set archivist : Essential/desirableUnderstand the nature of datasets – ; ‘recordness’ and why they are not managed as records; Potential Understand how people create, look at and manipulate data – scientist, mathematician, geographers all do it differentlyIssues arising from anonymising, redacting, amalgamating; Preservation – much the same as web sitesRoleInfluencing and liaising with - Data set creators; Records management community; Advising on - Selection and transfer, Management, Redaction, Validation; AccessInfluencing: All govt depts esp environmental ones; RM community who don’t think of them as records; Advising; Selection - 	knowing where they are, how to find them – cos held outside govt recs system; 	Understanding where and how they can be useful, where best value is; 	Take biggest level of granularity – max detail at lowest level (unlike eg the finance eg get rid of invoices and cheques only keep ledgers); 	Identify files and other recs that provide context – eg esp where datasets have influence policy; 	Very little planned destructionTransfer: Redaction – on how to redact (eg which line to take out, usually names), Linda advises, NDAD does it. FoI exemptions etc. ;Description – done at NDAD (who also go out and liaise, look at datasets) in line with ISAD(G). To included deatil on softward, hardware, technical systems; Access – difficult for user to navigate, though easier to search for names than – say- pdf. Need to manage the interface and provide sufficient context for – the creating dept as well as environmental, social scientists. Without proper context can lead to v bad  quantitative research.A recent Archives Assistant ad at NDAD	To undertake core activities in support of the National Digital Archive of Datasets (NDAD) service, including:  Digitisation of original material by scanning paper documents and producing text versions of scanned image files.  Conversion of electronic documents to preferred formats e.g. PDF.  Dealing with enquiries from NDAD users, including meeting orders for copies of NDAD data and documentation; Helping to maintain internal work procedures;  Checking, recording receipt and rehousing of accessions;  Assisting with collection processing, e.g. preparing catalogues and a thesaurus for digital datasets under the supervision of archivists. 	



Can/should you separate the curatorial from the 
technical?

• ‘Increasingly 
archivists…[must] 
understand issues 
including information 
systems, the nature of e-
records and databases, 
record migration, 
digitization, web design 
and access provision..’ 
Helen Tibbo,  Archival Science 
(2006) 6:231-145, p.231

• NY Times Feb 2009
• ‘Digital archivists, now 

in demand’
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Slide 15 Can/should you separate the curatorial from the technical?Steve Bailey…long before electronic records came into being archivists were already struggling with any form of record not stored in… direct visual media, such as sound recordings, celluloid and video tape…digital records are…just the latest and most extreme example of our reluctance to get our professional hands dirty and deal with the material aspects of the items we manage…To an extent I agree – and no we should not separate the curatorial from the digital. How many archivists would argue that a knowledge of Latin is essential in order to understand and manage some of the records in their custody?   I think the same argument applies: without a knowledge of some aspects of technology you will be unable properly to understand and manage those of your records that are digital.Must be familiar with the technology in their holdings; Able to use technology to do jobs more effectively; Automating curatorial activities and workflows within the repository – let alone ingest of other born-digital – is a complex task so need to understand the mechanics of acquisition and processing born-digital and digitised, as well as analogue.Since the overwhelming challenges – and likely solutions - for professionals required to manage records and archives today will be focused on technological aspects of record keeping it is axiomatic that those tasked with this management role have the appropriate knowledge and skills to do so. These skills will increasingly require knowledge and expertise in digital systems and processes. Curricula of postgraduate programmes vary. While all place knowledge and understanding of principles, concepts and processes of record keeping at the centre of the curriculum, some concentrate their elective modules on areas of interpretation and contextualisation of the document (palaeography, diplomatic, administrative history) while others emphasise requirements of current records and information more than of archival documents.  Few concentrate heavily on the technical expertise that will be needed to care for the future – entirely digital – archive. It has been noted recently that archivists have often tended to shy away from dealing with the physical attributes of documents leaving that side of the work to conservation and preservation experts. Steve Bailey (2007) notes that  ‘The technicalities of paper preservation, of de-acidification and inert gas encasement are not by and large carried out by archivists and records managers but by specialist conservators…few of us understand the… hard… science…required to preserve physical records. ..Certainly long before electronic records came into being archivists were already struggling with any form of record not stored in what could be described as a direct visual media: sound recordings, celluloid and video tape being prime examples…Digital records are, perhaps, just the latest and most extreme example of our reluctance to get our professional hands dirty and deal with the material aspects of the items we manage.  The difference now of course is the sheer ubiquity of digital information which means we cannot just pass this off to special collections to manage.  Every user, every organisation and every archive in the country now creates electronic information as a matter of course.  It is very definitely our problem’ JSA The Road less travelledNew York Times 7 Feb 2009 ‘Digital archivists now in demand’‘The people entrusted to find a place for this wealth of information (Literature, film, scientific journals, newspapers, court records, corporate documents and other material, accumulated over centuries, needed to be adapted for computer databases)  are known as digital asset managers, or sometimes as digital archivists and digital preservation officers. Whatever they are called, demand for them is expanding.Jacob Nadal, the preservation officer at the University of California, Los Angeles. He does not use the “digital” modifier because his duties include safeguarding analog materials in U.C.L.A.’s collection, not just preparing them to cross the digital divide.“I don’t think there’s any day where I would say I’m the digital guy,” he said. But he concedes that he’s not really an analog, ink-on-paper guy, either, and that is increasingly the case in his field. These days, he noted, “if you want to work in a library, you have to deal in electronic resources.”Victoria McCargar, a preservation consultant in Los Angeles and a lecturer at U.C.L.A. and San José State University.“People with I.T. backgrounds tend to be wrong for the job,” she said. “They tend to focus on storage solutions: ‘We’ll just throw another 10 terabytes on that server.’” A result, she said, can be “waxy buildup” — a lot of useless files that make it hard to find the good stuff.Ms. McCargar estimates that 20,000 people work in the field today — plus others in related areas — and she expects that to triple over the next decade, assuming that economic conditions stabilize before long.



Need for research 

• ‘Problem solving alone can turn into a huge exercise in trial 
and error if we don’t also conduct research into a wide range of 
issues and develop foundational knowledge on which to build 
new practices and skills’ Hedstrom

• Understanding the nature of contemporary organisations
• Analysis of how various forms of electronic records are 

generated, organised, valued, managed and kept 
• Understanding the shift from physical to on-line access and 

attendant changes in use patterns and user behaviour
• Move from case studies, that provide a basis of knowledge, to 

a systematic and coherent reporting
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Slide 16 Need for researchEncouragingly, there is a lot of activity going on – in repositories, in supporting organisations (DPC, DCC) and in academic output. Hedstrom rminds us though….we are probably still only in the foothills. I was looking at Alf Erlandsson’s ICA booklet on e-records – written in 1997. Even then – the issues were understood, and we are now on our way to solving the problemsProblem solving itself becomes an important skill out of which a new set of practices may emerge.  To move beyond the problem-solving stage to a fundamental shift in professional knowledge, practice and skills…those professionals involved in problem-solving [must] share their approaches, results, successes and failures. Each attempt to solve a problem needs a well-designed evaluation that can isolate success factors and points of failure.Case studies provide a good starting point but more systematic reporting on how different organisations have addressed similar problems would start to build a foundation for systematic change.



Conclusion
• We know what the issues are and numerous surveys have 

provided data

• We need to move from surveys to trialling models for action, 
assisted by research

• We need to proactively shape the collections of the future, or 
they won’t survive

• It is not just a digital issue – nor is the solution simply a 
digital preservation one: we archivists need a change of 
mindset

• Some solutions may be quite radical
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Slide 17 ConclusionHowever archives are well aware of this as projects in UK and overseas demonstrate. Digital preservation solutions are being identified and we are beginning to think about the skills the archivist needs for the digital age.  What I don’t see much discussion of is how the shape and content of collections will change as a result of the digital and what we are doing about this (though these are probably going on).  Proactive engagement with acquisition and a change in mindset about what an archivist is for need to come under scrutiny. It’s not just a digital issue nor is the solution simply a digital preservation one. I think that not just records managers, but archivists too need to be information managers to deal with the digital challenge.  



Caroline Williams
Head of Research and Collections Development
The National Archives
c.m.williams@nationalarchives.gov.uk
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